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Catalogue of Questions / Structure for Application – New NECE 2022 

This catalogue of questions should be answered in full as part of the application. Please 
note that the entire application is limited to 2500 words and the weighting of the 

questions is in the hands of the applicant. Applications that do not comply with the 
maximum word count will be excluded from the application process for formal reasons. 

 

1. Please describe your NEW NECE in a short paragraph. What is the main aim, who are the main 
target groups, who will be involved, what are your principles, driving forces and ambitions? 

 

2. Relevance of the application to NECE’s current identity/basis and understanding of CE and its 
context 

Relevance of the application to NECE’s current identity / basis 

2.1.      Please critically analyse NECE´s main strengths, weaknesses, threats and opportunities.  

2. 2  In what way does your application build on the current activities/status of NECE? What kind 
of innovation would you like to invent? Please describe how you would like to further develop 
current activities and which new concrete activities/projects you would like to invent. 

Understanding of CE and its context 

2.3  How do you define “good quality citizenship education”? 

2.4  What are in your perspective the major developments regarding CE in Europe (EU policy, 
research, institutions etc)? 

2.5  What are the main challenges of CE in Europe and beyond? What societal and political 
challenges must CE respond to?  

2.6  Which areas of CE (formal, informal, non-formal and so on) are relevant for your application 
and why? 

2.7 How does your application consider international outreach? 

 

3. Vision: short and medium term milestones  

3. 1.  What short-term goals and sub-targets would you want to achieve, and what activities are 
planned for NECE? Please describe the respective activities. Please describe what factors you would 
use to determine the achievement of your goals (1 year) 

3.2.  What mid-term goals and sub-targets would you want to achieve, and what activities are 
planned for NECE? Please describe the respective activities. Please describe what factors you would 
use to determine the achievement of your goals (3-5 years) 

3.3.  What impact would you aim to achieve for New NECE in general? 
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4. Structure and governance 

4.1.  Please describe “NEW NECE´s” governance setup (structure, decision taking, controlling) 

4.2 What structure will be implemented for New NECE regarding its daily operation/ task 
sharing? 

4.3. What possibilities of co-financing of further activities are planned/guaranteed? 

4.4  How do you ensure that diversity is represented in the organisational team? 

 

5. Qualification and eligibility  

5.1 What are your experiences, networks and skills in the field of CE? Please describe the 
experiences of the respective persons involved and of the consortium as a whole.  

5.2. What conceptual experience, experience in the development and piloting of civic and 
citizenship education programmes (i.e. formats like events, conferences, workshops, materials 
etc.) do you have?  

 

The following criteria serve as a basis for evaluating your application: 

1. General quality of the application, plausibility and consistency, knowledge base, approach, 

project management, evaluation 

2. Diversity/Inclusion 

3. Governance/ Transnational leadership/ Representation/ Task sharing (i.e. structure of the 

boards, strategic decision-making and finances, organisation of work and tasks, sharing 

responsibility, principles of governance) 

4. Aims/ consideration of relevant background analysis of CE in Europe/ Principles and 

understanding of CE and CE stakeholders/ Relevant research and institutions 

5. Continuity and change /Innovation 

6. Financial efficiency /Relation of input to outcome 


